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CHANGING SCALE AND NATURE OF HOMELESSNESS (TOR 1)

Young people presenting at homelessness services
Young people experiencing homelessness and family violence
p4
Recommendation 1: Victorian Government invest in specialist family violence services for
young people to improve the family violence and homelessness sectors response to young
people experiencing violence.
Intervention orders excluding adolescents from their homes
p6
Recommendation 2: Pursuant to the recommendations of the Royal Commission into Family
Violence the Victorian Government expand access to both short and long-term options for
young people using violence in the home who cannot live at home, including funding more
youth respite or refuges that can assist young people from a point of crisis to supported housing
or independent living including engagement with health, mental health, education and
employment.
Homelessness and disengagement from school
p8
Recommendation 3: Victoria explore and resource a range of prevention and early intervention
strategies to support young people to remain engaged at school, and to re-engage young
people who have left school into appropriate and ongoing education or employment pathways.
Young people leaving out of home care
p9
Recommendation 4: Youthlaw endorses Home Stretch which seeks to have all Australian
governments support the extension of care to 21 years for all young people in out of home care.
SOCIAL, ECONOMIC AND POLICY FACTORS THAT IMPACT ON HOMELESSNESS (TOR 2)

Public space offences that criminalise young people experiencing homelessness

p9

Recommendation 5: Victoria Police consider cautions as a first option for people where the
offending is directly linked to their homelessness.
Recommendation 6: Decriminalise the offence of begging (s. 49A of the Summary Offences
Act 1966 (Vic)), like they are doing in Tasmania, paving the way for a service-based response.
Recommendation 7: Increase access to diversion and therapeutic options for young people
experiencing homelessness who are engaged in the criminal justice system:
 Amend section 59 of the Criminal Procedure Act 2009 (Vic) to remove the requirement
that the Prosecution consent to the Criminal Justice Diversion Program, so that the Court
has the power to determine whether diversion is appropriate on balance in each matter
 Increase access to therapeutic options, such as the Magistrates’ Court of Victoria’s
Assessment and Referral Court, and making them available state-wide.
Recommendation 8: Introduce a Protocol for People Experiencing Homelessness for first
responders police members which provides a framework and guidance for making difficult
decisions in complex situations. This kind of practical, clear guidance provides the necessary
support to engage appropriately with people experiencing homelessness and divert them out of
the justice system.
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Fines for conduct linked to their homelessness
Public transport fines
p11
Recommendation 9: Young people under 25 years assessed by support agencies as
homeless, be considered eligible for and issued with a full concession or Myki card for a period
of 6 to 12 months.
Young people, fines system and special circumstance of homelessness
Recommendation 10: Continue the operation of the Special Circumstances list at the
Melbourne Magistrates’ Court to provide therapeutic sentencing outcomes for vulnerable
Victorians with fines. PLUS
 Amend s9 of the Fines Reform Act 2014 (Vic) to require Fines Victoria to waive or reduce
costs where a person’s special circumstances (particularly homelessness) substantially
contributed to the person being unable to attend to their fines in a timely manner.
 Lower the standard of proof required to establish the nexus requirement for all
enforcement review applications based on special circumstances of homelessness.
Young people experiencing homelessness and remand or bail
p12
Recommendation 11: Review and make recommendations on Victoria’s current bail laws and
their impact on young people experiencing homelessness.
Ensure the new Youth Justice Act reinstates the presumption of bail for children, including when
young people breach bail conditions.
Increase funding and expand bail supervision and bail support programs
Increase utilisation of bail supervision programs across Victoria by resourcing and training
Youth Justice Community workforce and Youth Custody Officers.
Young people released from detention

p13

Recommendation 12: Stronger pre and post-release programs to ensure and maintain access
to housing with wrap-around supports should be put in place for young people leaving juvenile
justice or adult correctional facilities to prevent an offender becoming homeless after release.

POLICIES AND PRACTICES FROM ALL LEVELS OF GOVERNMENT THAT HAVE A BEARING ON
DELIVERING SERVICES TO THE HOMELESS (TOR 3)

Early, holistic, integrated legal services

p14

Recommendation 13: Invest in early intervention, client-centred , co-located services
supporting the integration of legal, social work, health and other community-support
professionals to help young people exit the homelessness and/ or maintain secure housing.
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1.

ABOUT YOUTHLAW & THE YOUNG PEOPLE WE SUPPORT

Youthlaw is Victoria's state-wide specialist community legal centre for young people under 25
years of age. Youthlaw works to achieve systemic responses to the legal issues facing young
people, through casework, policy development, advocacy and preventative education programs,
within a human rights and social justice framework.
Youthlaw prioritises the provision of our legal services to disadvantaged and marginalised
young people
For over 18 years Youthlaw was co-located at Frontyard Youth Services at 19 King St,
Melbourne. Young people accessing Frontyard Youth Services are mostly aged between 18
and 25 and are either homeless, experiencing significant family breakdown or deemed to be at
risk of homelessness.
Of the young people we see who are either homeless or at risk of becoming homeless, a
significant number have experienced or used violence in the home, usually left home due to
abuse, neglect or dysfunction at home. About a third are moving through the child protection
system and the youth justice system and are likely to have high engagement with the criminal
justice system for some time.
The majority present with lower level and circumstantial criminal offending but also have a
range of legal issues including debt, fines, victimisation, family and relationship issues.
It is our experience that addressing the legal issues of these young people is an important part
of a broader response to preventing or ending a cycle of homelessness. Legal intervention is
extremely important to reduce obstacles (e.g. debts, criminal record) and to facilitate young
people taking up opportunities and moving out of homelessness. Legal intervention often
validates and responds to the victimisation and discrimination commonly experienced by these
young people including violence towards them on the street and in rooming houses, authority
abuses and service discrimination
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2. CHANGING SCALE AND NATURE OF HOMELESSNESS (TOR 1)

Young people presenting at homelessness services
Homelessness & family violence
We know from our work in partnership with Frontyard Youth Services that family violence is a
major cause of homelessness of around 60% of young people seeking accommodation via their
services. These young people typically present in crisis; as homeless and at immanent risk of
family violence, as well as experiencing a range of other risk factors spanning mental health
crisis, high risk use of alcohol and other drugs and long term unemployment and
disengagement with education. Of those young people who have used family violence, both
recent research and our own practice demonstrates that many are likely to be survivors of
family violence and complex trauma. Furthermore these young people may still be at current
risk of family violence posed by an adult perpetrator in their life.
Acknowledging the need for a specialist service response, in 2016 Youthlaw set up a Family
Violence program. This integrated service, with a specialist family violence lawyer and youth
worker to work hand-in-hand to provide a holistic, responsive service to these young people,
addressing their legal, safety and holistic wellbeing support needs.
Staff at Frontyard staff regularly seek advice about handling family violence situations from our
Family Violence youth worker. Whenever possible the youth worker provides immediate risk
assessment, safety planning and other supports to a young person who drops into Frontyard.
Frontyard staff play a critical role in identifying those young people experiencing family violence
risk, and making the referral to the Youthlaw family violence program.
The Family Violence youth worker provides regular and ongoing secondary consultations to
Frontyard workers, and where required can also offer ongoing family violence casework support
to the case management teams. Where required, the young person is then linked to the Family
Violence Lawyer to get legal advice about their family violence matter and sometimes legal
representation where the young person has an intervention order matter.
However there is still a distinct lack of family violence services that have the specialisation and
resourcing to support such young people. This cohort is often excluded from traditional family
violence services based on their age, gender or on an assessment that their primary risk is
homelessness rather than family violence. For this reason, homelessness access points across
Melbourne and Victoria more broadly become the next port of call for young people who cannot
remain in their homes due to risk of violence.
Despite some important recommendations by the Royal Commission into Family Violence, so
far implementation has not greatly improved the family violence sector response to young
people.
There is still a critical service gap in the family violence service system for this cohort and more
resources and specialist services are needed.
Youthlaw’s submission to the Homelessness Parliamentary Inquiry - January 2020
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Case study of a young woman experiencing family violence and her difficulties to access
safe emergency housing
A young woman was assessed as being of extremely high risk of family violence by the northern
region Risk Assessment and Management Panel (a formally convened meeting, held at a local
level, of nine key agencies and organisations that contribute to the safety of women and
children experiencing serious and imminent threat from family violence)
The perpetrator has previously been imprisoned, but had been recently released which
escalated the risk to the young woman. This increase in risk was brought to the attention of
Frontyard Youth Services by a family violence liaison officer at a local Police Station, who had
previously worked closely with the young woman, and now held serious concerns for her safety
after the early release of the perpetrator.
Despite advocacy by Youthlaw’s family violence youth worker, the young woman was refused
emergency accommodation by Safe Steps on several occasions, based on the length of time
since the last violent incident and the associated lack of perceived immediate risk. This meant
on a number of nights the young woman choose to stay in a unsecure vacated apartment by
herself rather than go through the ordeal of trying to secure safer accommodation again with
Safe Steps. The young woman was also simultaneously refused youth refuge accommodation
referred by Melbourne Youth Support Service (MYSS) at Frontyard Youth Services on the basis
that her family violence risk was too high, leaving motel accommodation as the only option for
over a week.
Recommendation 1: Victorian Government invest in specialist family violence services for
young people to improve the family violence and homelessness sectors response to and
purpose built emergency accommodation for young people experiencing violence.
Intervention orders excluding adolescents using violence from their homes
Through our work at Frontyard and the Melbourne Children’s Court’s family violence list, we
have observed an increasing number of young men presenting as perpetrators of family
violence having become homeless as a consequence police taking out an intervention order
against them. Many have also been victims themselves or exposed to abusive family members.
Many of these young men also had an intellectual disability or were on the disability spectrum
and their families had not received support to address their disabilities.
There is very little in the way of appropriate services targeted to support adolescents who are
using violence in the home or against partners. Without adequate support to address their use
of violence and broader support needs, these young people can become excluded from their
homes by intervention orders and enter the homelessness system. It is increasingly recognised
through research and practice that children and young people who use violence in the home are
likely to be survivors of violence and potentially currently still at risk of violence being
perpetrated by a parent or other family member. As such, system responses aimed at
supporting these young people need to be contextualised by an understanding of the continuum
of intergenerational violence and trauma.
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The Royal Commission into Family Violence recommended the Victorian Government fund
crisis and longer term accommodation for adolescents who use violence in the home. This to be
combined with therapeutic support provided to end the young person’s use of violence in the
family. (Recommendation 124)
Despite such important recommendations by the Royal Commission there is still a critical
service gap in the family violence service system for this cohort and more resources and
specialist services are needed.
Case study of an adolescent using violence excluded from the family home who is
supported to access services
Hugo, 16, was seen by the FV program at Melbourne Children’s Court. This was his first court
appearance. Police had obtained an interim intervention order excluding Hugo from his family
home after they attended a call out to his house earlier in the week where it was alleged Hugo
had been verbally aggressive to his dad and damaged property. Hugo had been staying with his
grandma or couch surfing for the past few days.
Hugo met with our lawyer and youth worker at court. Youthlaw provided Hugo with legal advice
about responding to the family violence intervention order, his options and the consequences of
breaching the interim order. Advice was also given about police interviews and potential criminal
charges. After negotiating with the police and making submissions to the court the interim IVO
was varied to allow Hugo to return home with his parents, which he and his parents were
pleased about.
Our youth worker also did an initial intake and assessment on the day at court. Identifying that
Hugo felt safe at home and really wanted to return to his parent’s house, the youth worker
supported Hugo to reflect on his triggers for aggression, and to be accountable for his behavior.
Hugo was also assisted to develop practical strategies to prevent further use of family violence
in the form of a safety plan. Identifying several underlying contributors to Hugo’s use of
violence in the home, such as substance abuse and disengagement from education, our youth
worker arranged to meet with Hugo at Frontyard for a comprehensive assessment.
Over the adjournment period, Hugo attended at Youthlaw at Frontyard Youth Services. Our
youth worker did a comprehensive intake with Hugo to identify which non-legal services he may
benefit from. He identified his withdrawal from cannabis was his priority and our youth worker
facilitated a referral to YSAS, accompanying Hugo to his first appointment. It is unlikely Hugo
would have attended YSAS without support.
Hugo and the youth worker also liaised with the Education Justice Partnership initiative to get
Hugo reengaged with school.
Meanwhile, with Hugo’s consent, our youth worker had provided information to Hugo’s parents
about an adolescent parenting course, which they were completing through Berry Street.
At Hugo’s second court appearance, the police indicated they would seek a final IVO for 12
months. Hugo’s parents were not supportive of this. The court heard from the Youthlaw lawyer
that there had been no further incidents of violence at home, Hugo was back at school and
engaged with YSAS. The Youthlaw lawyer was able to successfully advocate that an
‘undertaking’ would be appropriate in the case. Hugo made a promise not to commit family
violence or damage property and the IVO application against him was withdrawn. Both Hugo
and his parents were pleased with the outcome.
Youthlaw’s submission to the Homelessness Parliamentary Inquiry - January 2020
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Recommendation 2
Pursuant to the recommendations of the Royal Commission into Family Violence, the Victorian
Government expand access to both short and long-term options for adolescents using violence
and who cannot live safely at home. This would include funding more youth respite or refuges
that can assist young people from a point of crisis to supported housing or independent living
including engagement with health, mental health, education and employment.
Homelessness and disengagement from school
Research indicates a high correlation between school disengagement and experiences of
homelessness. In Australia approximately two-thirds of the homeless young people aged 12-18
years are outside the education system despite being of school age 1.
Youth services are observing significant numbers of young people disengaging from school
some as early as 10 years of age.
Many young people presenting at Youthlaw are not engaged in education and have not finished
high school. Many have learning difficulties and struggle to cope with mainstream schooling.
Many have experienced suspensions on a number of occasions and expulsion and then have
not been able to find another school to take them. Generally suspensions and expulsions have
a serious impact on students and may result in disruption in education, decline in participation
and academic performance, feeling alienated, disconnected, undervalued and resentful of
authority, and increased potential for coming into contact with the criminal justice system. This
is compounded for students outside the metropolitan region where there is often little
opportunity for students to access education from alternative providers. Students who are
suspended or expelled from schools may be ‘blacklisted’ and unable to find a school willing to
accept them. So they have left school. They do not have the supports in place to help them
access services, and have effectively slipped through the system.
Recommendation 3
Victoria explore and resource a range of prevention and early intervention strategies to both
support young people to remain engaged at school, and re-engage young people who have left
school into appropriate and ongoing education or employment pathways.
Complimentary strategies would include:
 Schools develop alternatives to punitive punishment including suspensions and expulsions
and to better engage students. Suspensions and expulsions should only be used as a last
resort. Schools need to consider alternative ways of dealing with misbehaviour when it
occurs and to adopt proactive approaches for dealing with these students. One suggestion is
alternative dispute resolution processes that promote restorative rather than punitive
approaches.
 Schools to develop re-entry policies for excluded and disaffected students

1

Australia’s Homeless Youth, above n 20, p. 68.
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Young people leaving out of home care
Young people in out-of-home care are heavily over-represented in the population of homeless
youth. Lack of appropriate support for young people making the transition from state care to
independent living can increase their risk of becoming homeless. 2
A study examining the extent and experience of youth homelessness in Australia, for example,
found that almost two thirds of the 298 homeless youth in their study had spent time in OoHC
(Flatau et al., 2015).
According to CREATE Foundation, the peak advocacy body for children in care, just one year
after leaving their placement, over one third of young people reported experiencing a period of
homelessness.
Recommendation 4
Youthlaw endorses the Home Stretch campaign which seeks to have all Australian
governments to support the extension of care to 21 years for all young people in out of home
care. While the Victorian Government has already committed $11.6 million to extend care to 21
for 250 young people over five years, we support this initiative being rolled out for all young
people in out of home care turning 18 years who would like that option of extended support.

3.

SOCIAL, ECONOMIC AND POLICY FACTORS THAT IMPACT ON HOMELESSNESS
(TOR 2)

Public space offences that criminalise young people experiencing homelessness
Victoria still relies heavily on enforcement based justice responses that effectively criminalise
young people experiencing homelessness. Young people who are homeless and financially
disadvantaged are more likely to get fined and charged, basically because they live their private
life in public places.
For people experiencing or at risk of homelessness, we recommend an early exit from the fines
system, decriminalising poverty based offences like begging, service-based responses to
address the underlying causes of offending, and more guidance and tailored training for first
responders.
Case study: young man experiencing homelessness charged with offence of begging
A client of Youthlaw’s was charged with an offence of begging (pursuant to s 49A of the
Summary Offences Act 1966 (VIC)).
The young man was sitting for about one hour on the pavement outside a fast food outlet in the
Melbourne CBD. He had a sign positioned in front of him that read something to the effect of:

2

Green Paper , p 24
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“HOMELESS. Can anyone possibly help me out with some spare coins, or spare change. Any
help is much appreciated. It is and has been extremely hard to get any help at all….. So thanks
heaps and God bless you all for your generosity”.
He had a bowl in front of him that had a small amount of silver coins in it. An officer from
Victoria Police approached him and informed him that it is an offence to beg in a public place.
The young man stated he didn’t know that what he was doing was illegal. When asked his
reason for sitting there, he responded he had no money. Asked his reason for begging he
responded “I’m homeless”.
He was charged with the offence of begging.
While the offence is currently being challenged, assuming he is convicted , a criminal record for
this offence will no doubt entrench the young man’s state of homelessness.
Recommendation 5
Victoria Police should consider cautions as a first option for people where the offending is
directly linked to their homelessness.
Recommendation 6
Decriminalise the offence of begging (s. 49A of the Summary Offences Act 1966 (Vic)), just like they are
doing in Tasmania, paving the way for a service-based response.
Recommendation 7
Increase access to diversion and therapeutic options for young people experiencing
homelessness who come into contact with the criminal justice system:

Amend section 59 of the Criminal Procedure Act 2009 (Vic) to remove the requirement
that the Prosecution consent to the Criminal Justice Diversion Program, so that the Court
has the power to determine whether diversion is appropriate on balance in each matter

Increase access to therapeutic options, such as the Magistrates’ Court of Victoria’s
Assessment and Referral Court, and making them available state-wide.
Recommendation 8
Introduce a Protocol for People Experiencing Homelessness for first responders which provides
a framework and guidance for police making difficult decisions in complex situations. This kind
of practical, clear guidance provides the necessary support to engage appropriately with people
experiencing homelessness and divert them out of the justice system.
Fines for conduct linked to homelessness
Public transport fines
Young people experiencing or at risk of homelessness are often issued with overwhelming
volume of fines for conduct that is intricately linked to their vulnerable circumstances and
homelessness. For example many homeless young people often travel without a ticket and may
over time accumulate significant related fines.
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However our current fines systems responds punitively and effectively prevents young people
from accessing public transport which is critical to engaging with support services and their
communities, and ultimately facilitating pathways out of homelessness.
“…. problems that unemployed and homeless young people have using public transport,
where they are apprehended for travelling without a ticket, experience a punitive and
often unsympathetic interaction with a transport policeman and then incur mounting fines
they can’t pay with subsequent legal action. On-the-spot fines for public transport fare
evasion are a counter-productive measure when homeless young people are incapable
of paying the fines and need to move from place to place to access services. ..” 3
Recommendation 9 - Young people under 25 years assessed by support agencies as
homeless4 be eligible for and issued with a full concession card or Myki card for a period of 6 to
12 months.
Young people, fines system & special circumstance of homelessness
Every day, Youthlaw supports young people who face stress and uncertainty about fines.
Over one quarter of our legal caseload is fines related. We provide a Fines Clinic for young
people at Frontyard Youth Services at 19 King St Melbourne which offers a multidisciplinary
response that includes access to housing, health, legal, education and counselling services.
We assist young people to navigate Victoria’s complicated fines system. One of the key
elements of the fines system we assist vulnerable young people with, is the process to have
their fines reviewed and potentially waived on the basis of special circumstances, which
includes homelessness, substance dependence, mental health and family violence.
While this process has helped significant numbers of young people, the fines reforms
introduced in 2017, designed to produce more positive reforms for people experiencing
homelessness, are not working as intended. Continual IT issues within Fines Victoria,
widespread delays in processing special circumstances applications and a discontinuation of
the Special Circumstances List have left our clients floundering and living in uncertainty.
Up until Mach 2019, a Special Circumstances List at the Melbourne Magistrates’ Court provided
highly marginalised people with a therapeutic setting to appropriately address their
infringements. In particular, the List carefully took into account each person’s disadvantaged
circumstances, including family violence, drug and alcohol dependence, homelessness and
mental illness or intellectual impairments, when determining sentencing outcomes. It has
functioned highly effectively for over a decade to provide fair, efficient and rehabilitative
sentencing outcomes for Youthlaw clients.
We believe there is a continued and genuine need for a specialised list at the Magistrates’
Court. that provides a therapeutic option for people experiencing homelessness to resolve their
fines.
However this List was discontinued as a flow on from the fines reforms and now marginalised
young Victorians are still required to attend court for their infringements without access to a
specialised therapeutic jurisdiction, and have separate fines listed in multiple court venues on
different days.
3
4

Australia’s Homeless Youth, above n 21, p. 298.
According to the definition developed by Chamberlin and Mackenzie
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Recommendation 10
Continue the operation of the Special Circumstances list at the Melbourne Magistrates’ Court to
provide therapeutic sentencing outcomes for vulnerable young Victorians with fines. Other
necessary improvements to the fines system required include:
- Amending s 9 of the Fines Reform Act 2014 (Vic) to require Fines Victoria to waive or
reduce costs where a person’s special circumstances (particularly homelessness)
substantially contributed to the person being unable to attend to their fines in a timely
manner.
-

Lower the standard of proof required to establish the nexus requirement for all enforcement
review applications based on special circumstances. For those applicants experiencing
profound disadvantage (such as chronic homelessness), creating a new process where
they are proactively identified and removed from the fines system without having to
demonstrate a strict nexus.

Young people experiencing homelessness and remand or bail
Despite a presumption to proceed by summons in the Children, Youth and Families Act we are
concerned by the number of children who continue to be charged and bailed rather than
summonsed by police. From our work we know that police are more likely to place a young
person experiencing homelessness on bail, even for minor offences. Being on bail automatically
escalates the likelihood that young person will be remanded, even for minor offences such as
shop theft.
Victoria’s remand population continues to grow. The number of children in custody on remand
has almost doubled, from an average of 37 children per day in the period from 2010–11 to
2013–14 to an average of 69 children per day in the period from 2014–15 to 2017–18. The
Australian Institute of Health and Welfare research.
On top of this the 2018 bail reforms, designed to reduce serious offending on bail by adults, are
having unintended and disproportionate impacts on young people in residential care or at risk or
experiencing homelessness by making it almost impossible to be granted bail.
More children are finding themselves in remand situations as a result of being propelled into the
higher test categories for bail, being they have to show “exceptional circumstances” why they
should be bailed not remanded. (see sections 3A and 3B of the Bail Act). Another major
impediment to being released on bail is the issue of showing they are not an “unacceptable
risk”.
In the Children’s Court, Youth Justice Court Advice Service (‘YJCAS’) is a service provided by
DHHS which undertakes Intensive Bail Supervision assessments of accused child. The
Intensive Bail Supervision Program provides case management and support to young people at
risk of remand, and who require a high level of supervision while on bail. Bail supervision
programs helps ensure the young person receives support and services to address causes or
contributors to offending (including homelessness) through individual casework management
support. It links defendants to support services such as drug and alcohol treatment, crisis
accommodation, disability services and mental health services.
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However we understand from legal practitioners that the YJCAS service for children is not
functioning effectively, and there are wide discrepancies across the state in relation to the (1)
take up and (2) effectiveness of this service. There is significant variability in the size and
seniority of the youth justice workforce across Victorian regions. Youth Justice (community)
workers are often overloaded and find it difficult to provide sufficient support to children on bail.
Delays in bail assessments being conducted also lead to some children being remanded
pending an assessment in some areas. Some children who commit further offences whilst on
bail are being remanded even though their capacity to be charged for the initial offending has
not been assessed and determined.
Being remanded and not placed on a bail order means young people do not receive the case
management support they would receive on supervised bail programs. Remands due to nonviolent offending is disruptive to the young person’s ability to continue with therapeutic
interventions
This large remand population, also causes instability in the operation of youth justice facilities.
The workforce in these facilities have a high turnover and suffers from frequent absenteeism. As
a result, young people are in lockdown frequently. Officers at Malmsbury regularly use isolation,
lockdowns and solitary confinement as a behaviour control tool. This practice is aggravating the
reactivity of young people in custody, resulting in disruptive and sometimes riotous behaviour.
Recommendation 11
Review Victoria’s current bail laws and their impact on young people experiencing
homelessness.
Ensure the new Youth Justice Act reinstates the presumption of bail for children, including when
young people breach bail conditions.
Increase funding for expanded bail supervision and bail support programs.
Increase the utilisation of bail supervision programs across Victoria by resourcing and training
Youth Justice (community) workforce and Youth Custody Officers.

Young people released from detention
In addition to the overrepresentation of young people experiencing homelessness going into
prison, many exiting prison expect to be homeless on release from prison.
When young people exit prison into homelessness, they are very likely to return to prison within
a year of release. Young people released from detention often find it difficult to source
accommodation, let alone maintain it. They face a number of additional barriers including the
stigma of an offending history, institutionalisation and a deficit in their independent living skills,
including practical life skills and social competence. They often become homeless shortly after
release and then engage in survival offending, perpetuating a vicious cycle of disadvantage.
With no other housing accommodation, on release from detention many young people housed
in residential care units. This poses the risk of “contamination” of other impressionable young
people already living in residential care.
Youthlaw’s submission to the Homelessness Parliamentary Inquiry - January 2020
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Recommendation 12
Stronger pre and post-release programs to ensure and maintain access to housing with wraparound supports should be put in place for young people leaving juvenile justice or adult
correctional facilities to prevent an offender becoming homeless after release.
4.

POLICIES AND PRACTICES FROM ALL LEVELS OF GOVERNMENT THAT HAVE A
BEARING ON DELIVERING SERVICES TO THE HOMELESS (TOR 3)

Early, holistic, integrated service response
There is significant research indicating that those who become homeless before the age of 18
years are at greater risk than others of being homeless for long periods and find it more difficult
to transition out of homelessness.
Young people at risk of homelessness need early support and intervention. Holistic legal
services should be seen as an important part of achieving long-term and housing outcomes for
people experiencing homelessness.
Casestudy - A co-located model of service delivery
Frontyard Youth Services provides a model underpinned by a commitment to ‘joined-up’ service
delivery (housing, health, legal, counselling, training and employment services) that allows for
the range and kinds of sophisticated interventions that are needed to address clients’ complex
needs. Frontyard is the main Melbourne City and Victorian state-wide service point for youth
homelessness, operating out of a shopfront 6 days per week. Most services are drop-in, so no
appointment is necessary although it does not offer a drop-in centre where young people can
come to just spend time. Co-located services include: Melbourne Youth Support Service
(MYSS), Reconnect, Young People’s Health Service YPHS, Youthlaw (outreach since
November 2019), Family Reconciliation Mediation Program FRMP
As part of a co-located service (up until November 2019) Youthlaw commonly found that we
were able to effectively cross-refer young people, provide cross-disciplinary perspectives, and
work together, within limits of confidentiality and privacy. We were also able to provide a
continuum of support as young people’s needs change, or as they make a pathway out of
homelessness. We were often able to construct a case-plan for young people along this
continuum of care. In many cases we are able to deal with a range of the issues presented by
each young person, and thus minimise repeated referrals that involve multiple re-assessments
with other services.
Recommendation 13

Improve the availability of holistic, integrated legal services
We recommend investing in early intervention, client-centred services, co-located services
supporting the integration of legal, social work, health and other community-support
professionals to help young people exit the homelessness and/ or maintain secure housing.
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